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The Mission of Considering Adolescent Needs (C.A.N.) Course is to create a safe place to 
educate, instill hope, and provide support for teens affected by a loved one’s use of 
alcohol or other drugs. 

Upon completion of the C.A.N. Course you will: 

• Better understand the disease of addiction. 

• Understand how having an addicted parent affects you. 

• Understand how addiction affects your family. 

• Learn to recognize, validate, and express your feelings. 

• Understand that your thoughts, opinions, and needs are important. 

• Explore constructive coping techniques for problems which you 

face. 

• Expand your support network and expand their familiarity with commu-

nity resources. 

Mission and Course Goals 
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Session 1 The Family Disease 

Session 2  What I Can and Cannot Change  

Session 3 Family Roles 

Session 4 Recognition, Expression, and Validation of 
Feelings 

Session 5 Affirmation of Self and Others 

Session 6 Responsible Decision Making and Taking Charge 
of My Life 

Session 7 I Am Not Alone and I Have a Plan  

 
Session Topics  



 

 

 

 



C.A.N. 
 
 
 

Session 1 
 

The Family 
Disease  
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Goals for Session One: 
 

• Build group cohesion. 

• Share expectations of the C.A.N. Course. 
• Provide information about chemical addiction. 
• Help differentiate the person from their disease. 
• Provide insight into some of the addicted person's behaviors. 
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“MUCHO GUSTO” 
Partner Introduction Questions 

 

Ask your partner these questions and write their answers next to the questions on the 
form below. Ask any necessary follow-up questions to better understand your partner's 
answers. FOR EXAMPLE: "So you like listening to music. Who is your favorite group?" 
 

What is your name? (What do you like to be called?) 
 
 

What do you like to do for fun? 
 
 
If you were given a thousand dollars, what would you do with it? 

 
 

What one thing about yourself are you the most proud of? 
 
 

What is something you are looking forward to this year? 
 
 

What is something you are not looking forward to this year? 
 
 

Find three things you have in common with your interview partner. 
 

(1) 
 
(2) 
 
(3) 
 
What is something you would like to get out of your participation in the 
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 Addiction   Treatment  

 Defenses   Blackouts  

 Denial   Detachment  

 Dry Drunk   Mood-Altering Drugs  

 Enabling   Recovery  

 Intervention   Tolerance  

 Relapse       

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

ADDICTION 101 Match Game  

A. The process of recovering from addiction; this process begins by stopping the use of 
drugs/alcohol and making changes in physical, social, mental and spiritual areas of 
your life. 

B. A person needing to use progressively larger amounts of alcohol or other drugs to 
achieve a certain level of intoxication/high.  

C. Emotionally distancing with love so that we can stop blaming ourselves for the 
destructive behavior of an addicted person. 

D. A brain disease that changes the brain’s structure and how it works. 

E. An intensive program to help an addicted person achieve continued abstinence and 
recovery. 

F. Making excuses for the unhealthy or hurtful behavior of an addicted person. 

G. Behaviors and attitudes, such as being irritable or behaving irrationally, which are 
exhibited by an addicted person who is not using drugs or alcohol. 

H. Behaviors and attitudes which cover up reality, including the reality of our feelings. 

I. The process of returning to unhealthy behaviors which usually begins before a person 
returns to drinking or using drugs. 

J. A process in which people close to an addicted person tell that person how their drug/
alcohol use has affected them. 

K. Not seeing reality, especially the problems which are caused by the use of drugs/ 
alcohol. 

L. Doing or saying things while under the influence of drugs/alcohol and not being able to 
remember the events. 

M. Chemical substances that produce changes in brain function by changing the chemistry 
of the brain. 
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Why do people use alcohol and other drugs? 

 

There are a number of reasons people begin using which include: 
1. To feel good.  Most abused drugs produce intense feelings of pleasure.  With 

stimulants such as cocaine, the euphoria or “high” is followed by feelings of power, 
self-confidence, and increased energy.  The euphoria caused by opiates such as 
heroin is followed by feelings of relaxation and satisfaction. 

2. To feel better.  Some people who suffer from social anxiety, stress-related disorders 
and depression begin abusing drugs to try to help with these feelings.  Stress can 
play a major role in beginning drug use, continuing drug use, or relapse in people 
recovering from addiction. 

3. To do better.  People who feel pressure to chemically enhance or improve their 
athletic or cognitive performance may experiment with and continue to use drugs 
that enhance performance. 

4. Curiosity and “because other people are doing it.”  Peer pressure can be intense.  
No one wants to feel left out, or be seen as uncool.  Teens are more likely than 
people of other ages to engage in “thrilling” or “daring” behaviors. 

Most people who become addicted started using in the same way and for the 
same reasons as people who did not become addicted. 
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Addiction is a disease 
 

Addiction is  life-threatening,  
primary (it has symptoms),  
chronic (it is ongoing),  
progressive (it does not get better),  
treatable, but not curable disease. 
 

Addiction is characterized by loss of control.   
   

Addiction is considered a brain disease because drugs change the brain’s structure and 
how it works.  These brain changes can be long lasting, and can lead to the harmful 
behaviors seen in people who abuse drugs.   
 

Addiction is similar to other diseases, such as heart disease or diabetes.  Both disrupt the 
normal, healthy functioning of the body, have serious harmful effects, are preventable, 
treatable, and are something that must be managed for the rest of the person’s lifetime. 
  

The disease affects that person in many ways: physical, mental, spiritual, emotional and 
social. Addiction is the disease, and their behaviors are symptoms of the disease. 
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Walls of Defense 
 

The inner feelings of the addicted person can be so painful and so well hidden that even those 
closest to him/her don’t always know the pain, guilt, hurt, shame, or fear the addicted person 
is feeling.  To cover up these painful inner feelings, they may begin to act very 
differently — so while they look like the person you know and love, they might act like 
a completely different person. This is a “defense mechanism”, a way they are trying to 
protect their feelings, which feels necessary for survival.    
 

 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Another protection used by a person dealing with addiction is denial.  Being in denial means 
that you won’t let yourself see something, even though it is right there in front of you.   Your 
addicted family member knows that his/her use impacts the whole family, but their brain won’t 
let them really think about this, so instead they refuse to acknowledge that they are hurting 
others or that they even have a problem.  Families can also be in denial — not wanting to admit 
how unhealthy the whole family is getting or how scared they are that things will get even 
worse. 
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Breaking through the myths about addiction 
 

(Myths are in italics, truths are not!) 

• You’re not an addict/alcoholic if you don’t use/drink daily or in the morning.   It is not when or how 
much someone drinks, but what happens when they drink that indicates addiction or a problem. 

• You’re not an addict/alcoholic if you have a job and work every day.  Being absent from work is 
not an indicator of a problem.  Knowing that being frequently absent is viewed as a warning sign, 
many addicts are careful to go to work regularly. 

• Illegal drugs pose more of a health threat to people than alcohol does.  Alcohol poses a significant 
health threat, as it directly affects every organ in the body including the brain. 

• The biggest addiction problem is the use of illegal drugs.  Alcohol deaths claim five times as many 
people each year in the United States as drug-related deaths.  In the United States today, almost 
six times more people are related to or living with an alcoholic than with a drug addict. 

• Addicts/Alcoholics just need more will power.  Chemical addiction is a disease, and like with any 
disease, willpower does not provide protection or prevent the onset of the disease. 

• If they really loved me, they’d stop drinking or using drugs.  Your family member cannot cure 
themselves of diabetes or cancer because of their love for you, even though they may hate to see 
how their illness is hurting you, because these are diseases.  Addiction is a disease of the brain. 

• It’s not my problem, it’s the addict’s problem.  Addiction is a family disease.  Everyone who lives 
with, loves or works with the addict is profoundly impacted and affected in some way. 
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The 5 C’s 

I didn’t CAUSE it  (You can’t make someone have this disease) 

I can’t CONTROL it (All we can do is recognize changes we need 

or want to make in ourselves) 

I can’t CURE it (You can’t make anyone else get better) 

You CAN get better and COPE with your loved one’s disease by 

taking good CARE of yourself. 

Session One  - Tools for your Toolbox 
 

1. Do something nice for yourself.   
  
 
2. Attend a support group such as: Alateen, church group, Alanon, open AA meeting or other com-

munity-based support. 
  
 
3. Come back!  Session 2 is a very important session.  It is the foundation of the C.A.N. course, 

and the rest of the sessions are built upon it.   



 

 



C.A.N. 
 
 

 
Session 2 

 

What I can and 
cannot change 
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Review of Session One — The Disease of Addiction 
 

• Addiction is a progressive and life-threatening brain disease which impacts a person mentally, 
physically, socially and spiritually.   

• The 5 C’s — I didn’t cause it, I can’t control it, I can’t cure it, but I can cope by taking good care of 
myself.  

• People struggling with an addiction may display drastic  and unpredictable changes in mood or 
behavior. 

 
 
 

Goals for Session Two: 
 

• Creating a safe place to discuss problems/concerns. 
• Discuss how youth are impacted by their parent’s addiction. 
• Explain how the family reaction spiral fuels addiction and other unhealthy behaviors. 
• Distinguish between the addicted person's behaviors, over which the participants 

have no control, and the participant’s reactions and feelings, for which they are 
responsible. 

• Explain the Serenity Statement. 
• Provide information about increased risk of addiction for children of alcoholics/addicts. 
• Review the 5 C's  
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MY JOURNAL 

 

DATE: ____________________________________ 

 
Write about something that you learned in Session One.   

 

DEAR JOURNAL: 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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Are You At Risk? 

A lot of research has been done concerning the relationship between parents' addictions 
and their children’s use of alcohol and drugs. All of this research shows that the children of 
parents who are addicted are at a much higher risk of becoming addicted themselves. 
What is not clear is exactly how this is passed on from parent to child. A majority of re-
searchers believe that it is a combination of the following three key factors, each contrib-
uting to the amount of increased risk. 
 

GENETIC PREDISPOSITION (NATURE) 
 
By having a biological parent who is addicted, you are at greater risk for becoming addict-
ed, just as having a parent with diabetes increases your risk of becoming diabetic. Re-
search has demonstrated that children of addicted parents who are adopted into 
healthy/non-using families as infants still show higher rates of becoming addicted as 
adults. 

LEARNED BEHAVIOR (NURTURE) 

Since a child's primary role models are his/her parents, seeing parents modeling exces-
sive drinking or use of other drugs can send the message that alcohol/drug use is accepta-
ble, encouraged or an effective way to cope with difficult experiences or emotions. 

ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCE 

When children grow up in turbulent, painful, and unhealthy neighborhoods or home envi-
ronments, they may turn to mind-altering chemicals (including alcohol and other drugs) 
for escape and relief.  

QUESTIONS: 

1. Are there other people in your family that have a history of abusing substances or 
being addicted to something? 

2. Do you think you could be at risk? 
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How Addiction Impacts Me 

 

 

Addiction triggers a "reaction spiral" for all those involved. The reaction spiral can be 
compared to a tornado pulling everyone around and around, keeping them from seeing 
clearly or feeling balanced. As the behaviors continue, the situation grows worse and 
worse. It is important to note that regardless of how active the reaction spiral is in your 
situation, it is NEVER your fault if the addicted person responds to triggers by drinking 
alcohol or using drugs.  
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SEPARATING THE PROBLEM 

 

BEHAVIOR: 

YOUR REACTION/RESPONSE: 

YOUR FEELING(S): 

HOW DID IT GO? 
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Detachment...With Love 
 

Detachment is a word you will start hearing a lot about. Detachment does not mean running away 
from a situation.  Detachment also does not mean having pity, disdain, or angry feelings toward your 
parent(s) who abused drugs and/or alcohol. Remember, you did not cause their actions and cannot 
control their choices. Sometimes you might feel like hurting them back or taking revenge when you 
feel hurt. It’s important to acknowledge that feeling, but you have the power to decide whether or 
not  to act on this feeling. 
 
 

Detachment means separating the person you love from the disease you despise.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Session Two - Tools for your Toolbox: 
 
 

1. Do something nice for yourself.   
2. Attend a support group such as: Alateen, church group, Alanon, open AA meeting or 

other community-based support. 
2. Practice using the Separating the Problem worksheet. 
3. Come back!  Session 2 is a very important session.  It is the foundation of the C.A.N. 

course, and the rest of the sessions are built upon it.   



 

 



C.A.N. 
 
 
 

Session 3 
 

Family Roles 
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Review of Session Two — What I Can and Cannot Change 
 

• Journaling is a good way to process feelings. 
• Addiction can create a “Reaction Spiral” in the family system that involves all family members. 
• Even if you don’t have as much choice and power as adults, you do have the power to decide how 

you cope with your feelings and how you respond to the unhealthy behaviors of others. 
 

 
 
Goals for Session Three: 
 

• Provide information on addiction as a “family disease”. 
• Explain developmental differences in healthy and unhealthy families. 
• Point out common characteristics of children of addicted parents and what can be 

done to help these children become healthier. 
• Present information about family roles and help you identify your role within the 

family. 
• Re-emphasize the 5 C's  
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MY JOURNAL 

 

DATE: ____________________________________ 

 
Write about how you participate in the reaction spiral in your family.  

 

DEAR JOURNAL: 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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The Family Illness 

There are identifiable symptoms of the illness in the family affected by addiction. Every 
member of the family is affected. 

In a healthy family, there are established rules that both children and parents follow on a 
daily basis. The results are understood and breaking these rules results in predictable 
consequences.  But in an addicted person's family there either are no rules, or the rules 
change depending on the addicted person.  The same thing that was "OK" yesterday could 
result in getting yelled at or physically hurt today. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Like all relationships, family relationships require work—give-and-take between all 
people in the family. The addicted person becomes concerned only with their drug of 
choice. Interpersonal relationships become secondary. 
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This is frustrating to the children involved. Reasoning with an addicted person doesn’t 
work.  Sometimes you blame yourself or others and the addicted person takes ad-
vantage of this which keeps you off balance. The blame is transferred, and the family feels re-
sponsible. 

At this point, if you accept the responsibility for the addicted person’s behavior, you become 
sick too.  Instead of being concerned with your feelings or needs, you live in perpetual 
dread of your addicted family member's behavior. The longer you live under these condi-
tions, the more distorted your reasoning and general character become. It becomes a family 
disease. 

 

 

 

 

 

Help is possible for you. You must first become aware of the person you have become. 
You need to know that you are the only person who can change your attitudes. 
Because parents are the primary source of socialization and education for most children, 
they also are the ultimate reference for children as they explore the world. Imagine how liv-
ing in a home impacted by addiction impacts the way the parent(s) model healthy charac-
teristics such as acceptance, approval, fairness and honesty. The child of an addicted par-
ent(s) experiences modeling of hostility, criticism, fear, jealousy and self-pity. While chil-
dren in healthy families experience friendliness and learn that the world is a safe place to 
live, the child from the unhealthy home may be suspicious of others and believe that 
fighting and manipulating are the ways to relate to others.  
 

This cycle of reacting in negative and destructive ways is the “illness” in the family. This 
is the tragedy of addiction, and the focus of this program is to help these families. It be-
gins by teaching family members how to recover control of their own lives (i.e. by breaking 
this reaction cycle). 
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Family Roles 
 

Some families cope in unhealthy ways. This is an example of how a typical family of a 
chemical ly dependent person uses various roles to cover up their family's problem. 

Mr. D. and Ms. Nile have four kids. Mr. D. has trouble staying awake while at work. He tosses 
and turns at night, wondering if Ms. Nile will pass out and choke on her vomit. He hates to lie 
to his children about their mother being “sick” so much.  

 
 

ANTHONY 

(Hero) 

The oldest child worries a lot about his family. He gets a lot of attention 
because his picture is always in the paper. People are always telling his 
folks they must be a proud family because of his accomplishments. He scored the 
winning touchdown last week. He wonders if maybe he’d scored one more 
touchdown his mom would stop drinking. 
  

KEISHA 

(Scapegoat) 
The second child is always in trouble. She fights with members of her 
family all of the time. She appears tough on the outside, but her feelings are 
all jumbled up inside. She feels alone and like she doesn’t belong anywhere.  If 
she keeps these walls up no one will find out what is really going on in the 
home. 
  

LEAH 

(Lost Child) 
The third child is in a world of her own. She is always going either to 
the library or up to her room where she is reading a book. At dinner time it is 
likely she is not even there for the meal. Even the dogs appear to be more inter-
ested than Leah is in what is going on in the family.  She feels safer in her own 
imaginary world. 
  

MARTIN 

(Mascot) 
Everyone expects their last child to be the next Tyler Perry or Will Ferrell.  He 
keeps everyone laughing. When things get tense he keeps getting funnier. It 
takes the heat off of his dad when he acts up. Martin is known as the class clown 
at school. He does not think people will like him unless he can make them laugh. 
  
The situation is kind of shaky at the D.-Nile place. Everyone is trying to han-
dle the addiction in their own way, but no one talks about what is really going 
on at home. 
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(A) Write down the person or people in your family who fall into each role. 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 

 

(1)    Addicted Person Family Member: _________________________________ __ 

EXAMPLES FOR HOW THIS FAMILY MEMBER PLAYS THE ROLE:__________________  
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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EXAMPLES OF WHAT THIS FAMILY MEMBER SAYS:______________________________ 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

(2)    Caretaker    Family Member: _________________________________________ 
 

 
EXAMPLES FOR HOW THIS FAMILY MEMBER PLAYS THE ROLE:____________________ 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
EXAMPLES OF WHAT THIS FAMILY MEMBER SAYS: ________________________________ 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
(3)    Hero   Family Member:_________________________________________________ 
 
 
EXAMPLES FOR HOW THIS FAMILY MEMBER PLAYS THE ROLE:_________________________ 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
EXAMPLES OF WHAT THIS FAMILY MEMBER SAYS:___________________________________ 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
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(4)    Scapegoat   Family Member: _________________________________________ 
 

 
EXAMPLES FOR HOW THIS FAMILY MEMBER PLAYS THE ROLE:____________________ 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
EXAMPLES OF WHAT THIS FAMILY MEMBER SAYS: ________________________________ 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

(5)    Lost Child   Family Member: ___________________________________________ 
 
 
EXAMPLES FOR HOW THIS FAMILY MEMBER PLAYS THE ROLE: ________________________ 
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 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
EXAMPLES OF WHAT THIS FAMILY MEMBER SAYS: ___________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
(6)    Mascot Family Member: ___________________________________________ 
 
 
EXAMPLES FOR HOW THIS FAMILY MEMBER PLAYS THE ROLE: ________________________ 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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SESSION THREE 

 
EXAMPLES OF WHAT THIS FAMILY MEMBER SAYS: __________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Session Three - Tools for your Toolbox: 
 
 

1. Do something nice for yourself.   
2. Attend a support group such as: Alateen, church group, Alanon, open AA meeting or 

other community-based support. 
2. Practice using the Separating the Problem worksheet. 
3. Work on “Dear Addiction” letter. 
4. Come back!   
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C.A.N. 
 
 
 

Session 4 
 

Recognition,  
expression &  
validation of  

feelings 
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Review of Session Three — Family Roles 

• In the family affected by addiction, rules are inconsistent or unclear, communication is not open 
or honest, and many needs are not met. 

• Children adapt to unmet needs by taking on survival roles. Some of these roles are: Hero, 
Scapegoat, Lost Child and Mascot. 

• Help and healing are possible. 
 

Goals of Session Four 
 

• Provide more information on addiction as a family disease. 
• Emphasize that feelings are normal, "It's OK to Feel." 
• Share letters to the disease of addiction 
• Help you identify and develop comfort with what they are feeling. 
• Help you learn appropriate expression of feelings 
• Explain anger recognition. 
• Explain the grief process. 

. 
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MY JOURNAL 

 

DATE: ____________________________________ 

 
Write about how you express your feelings. 

 

DEAR JOURNAL: 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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1. Afraid 
2. Alarmed 
3. Annoyed 
4. Bewildered 
5. Calm 
6. Concerned 
7. Contented 
8. Delighted 
9. Discouraged 
10.Elated 
11.Enraged 
12.Exasperated 
13.Explosive 
14.Frightened 
15.Glad 
16.Hopeful 
17.Hostile 
18.Insecure 
19.Irritated 
20.Lonely 
21.Miserable 
22.Obstinate 
23.Perplexed 
24.Powerful 
25.Regretful 
26.Resentful 
27.Safe 
28.Secure 
29.Surprised 
30.Threatened 
31.Troubled 
32.Unloved 
33.Vulnerable 
34.Worthless 
35.Aggravated 
36.Amused 

37.Anxious 
38.Bitter 
39.Cautious 
40.Confident 
41.Crushed 
42.Depressed 
43.Disoriented 
44.Embarrassed 
45.Enthusiastic 
46.Excited 
47.Exuberant 
48.Frustrated 
49.Guilty 
50.Hopeless 
51.Hurt 
52.Inspired 
53.Jealous 
54.Loved 
55.Needed 
56.Optimistic 
57.Petrified 
58.Powerless 
59.Rejected 
60.Respected 
61.Satisfied 
62.Shocked 
63.Tense 
64.Thrilled 
65.Uneasy 
66.Unsure 
67.Wanted 
68.Worthwhile 
69.Aggressive 
70.Angry 
71.Appreciated 
72.Bored 

73.Comfortable 
74.Confused 
75.Defeated 
76.Disappointed 
77.Eager 
78.Energized 
79.Envious 
80.Exhilarated 
81.Frantic 
82.Furious 
83.Happy 
84.Horrified 
85.Inadequate 
86.Irate 
87.Joyful 
88.Mad 
89.Nervous 
90.Paranoid 
91.Pleased 
92.Puzzled 
93.Relieved 
94.Sad 
95.Scared 
96.Smug 
97.Terrified 
98.Tired 
99.Unimportant 
100.Upset 
101.Worried 

FEELINGS 
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In the blanks provided, write in five comfortable and five uncomfortable feelings which 
you have experienced. Then next to each feeling word you wrote, tell why the feeling is 
easy or difficult to discuss with other people. Refer to the Feelings list if you have diffi-
culty. 

Five Feelings That Are Comfortable To Me Are: 

1._________________________________________________________________________________ 

___ 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Five Feelings That Are Uncomfortable To Me Are: 

. 

1.________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 _____________________________________________________________________  

 

 _____________________________________________________________________  

COMFORT ZONE 
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Many feelings can be broken down to a form of or a combination of SAD, MAD, 
GLAD and SCARED. Given these four major feeling categories, draw a large cir-
cle below and divide the pie into "slices" that represent how much time you 
spend experiencing each of these four feeling categories (add other feeling 
categories if you believe your feelings cannot be broken into the four catego-
ries listed above). 

NOTE: One of your slices could be more than one-half of the pie. 

       WHAT DO I FEEL? 
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Coping with Feelings 

 

Accepting feelings  In session 3 we discussed that feelings are not good or bad, they just 
are.  It is okay to feel however you feel and others can’t change your feelings.  

 
Managing feelings  The important thing to remember when discussing feelings is that we 

make a choice about how we handle our feelings.  It is okay to be angry, but it is not okay 
to hit someone else when you are angry.  It is okay to be happy or excited, but it is not 
okay to rub it in others faces. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Coping with Anger 
 
In unhealthy families, expression of feelings may not be allowed or validated.  This can 
lead to feelings being expressed as anger.  There are healthy and unhealthy ways to  
express anger.  Messages we hear and see about expression of anger influences our method 
of showing anger. 
 
There are healthy and unhealthy ways to express anger.  Your thoughts, feelings, values, 
and actions influence your feelings of anger.  You can learn to change the way you express 
your anger . 

 
Anger can be used to cover up other feelings, such as: hurt, sadness, frustration, fear and 
helplessness. 
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If anger is repressed it can show 
up in physical ways, such as 
headaches, back pain, neck pain 
or digestive problems. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

WHAT ARE HEALTHY WAYS OF DEALING WITH ANGER? 
 

How do you cope with anger? Does the coping strategy depend on the 
level of anger you are feeling?   
 
Strategies for coping with anger may include: 

• Talking to the person with whom you are angry 
• Dance 
• Run 
• Yell 
• Journal 
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"I'm mad," "I'm pissed off," "I'm frustrated," "I'm irritated," "I'm upset," "I am 
A-N-G-R-Y!" Sound familiar? Anger is a secondary feeling which means there is 
probably another hidden feeling underneath the anger. Think of a time when 
you were angry. Draw a picture of your anger. It might be a picture of: 

A wrestler throwing an opponent out of the ring, representing how  
damaging you feel your anger could become or has become; 

A tornado destroying everything in its path, representing your dad or you 
getting mad and wrecking the living room; 

A crack pipe representing your mother getting high after she had an 
argument with her boss; or 

A stereo blasting loud music, representing you trying to escape from your 
anger. 

 

ANGER 
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Anger Worksheets 

 
Here is a list of situations which might cause you to feel angry. Circle the situations 
which you have felt angry about: 

HURT - Dad did not show up at your game. 

SAD - Mom is sitting at the table crying in her beer. 

HELPLESS - Dad and Mom are passed out on the floor and you can't get them to wake up. 
FRUSTRATION - You can't seem to do anything right.  
FEAR OF LOSS - Mom is in the intensive care unit after an overdose. 

Write down some similar examples of when situations resulted in emotion, leading 
you to feel angry: 

 

1.____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2. _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
3. _____________________________________________________________________ 
 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Sometimes we try to hide, mask or keep our anger inside because it is not safe to show it. 
As we have talked about before, not talking and not feeling are rules in many homes of ad-
dicted people.  Sometimes we might tell others that we are fine even though we are really 
angry (hurt, scared, sad, etc.).  Or we may use humor or sarcasm to show our anger – this 
method of expressing anger can feel safer because if questioned we can deny the feeling by 
claiming that we were only kidding. 
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(B)    List some ways that you have tried to use humor or tell the world that things were 

"fine" when you were really feeling angry: 
 
1.______________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2. ______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
3. ______________________________________________________________________ 
 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  
 
(C)     Many times it was not safe to show anger at home. How did your parents respond when 

you were angry? Complete the sentences below: 
 
STATEMENT: When I am angry, my Mom... 
 

Threatens me. 
Yells at me. 
Ignores it. 
Never seems to notice. 
Tells me that it was not worth getting mad about. 
Buys me things. 
Makes jokes. 
Other:  ________________________________________________________ 
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STATEMENT: When I am angry, my Dad... 
 

Threatens me. 
Yells at me. 
Ignores it. 
Never seems to notice. 
Tells me that it was not worth getting mad about. 
Buys me things. 
Makes jokes. 
Other: _________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 

  
STATEMENT: If I really showed my anger... 
 
(D)  When I felt angry I also felt... (List feelings from earlier in this exercise, then think 

about places in your body that respond to each word, i.e. stomach, shoulders, fists; 
indicate your body parts' response to the feeling). 

 
Feeling: __________________________       Body Part: ______________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Feeling: __________________________       Body Part: ______________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Feeling: __________________________       Body Part: ______________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________  
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You can use this awareness or connection between your body and your feelings as a key 
to recognizing anger. 
 
(E)    Many times we do what we see being done. How did your parents show their anger? 
 
STATEMENT: I knew that mom was angry when she... 
 

Didn't talk for days. 
Broke things. 
Got high or drunk. 
Yelled. 
Made jokes. 
Other: _________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 

 
STATEMENT: I knew that dad was angry when he 
 

Didn't talk for days. 
Broke things. 
Got high or drunk. 
Yelled. 
Made jokes. 
Other: _________________________________________________________ 

 
_______________________________________________________________ 

           
Sometimes what your parents tell you about handling anger and what they show you 
about handling anger are different.   
 
(F1) What dad said but did not do about handling his anger was... 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________  
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(F2) What mom said but did not do about handling her anger was... 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 

Some things increase the feelings which cause anger. For example: 
 

Name-calling: "You're just a drunk...  
Psychic Communication: Guessing what others are thinking.  
Magnification: Taking the situation to the extreme in our head  
Pessimist/Skeptic: Always thinking negatively. 

 
I used name-calling when... 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 

I used psychic communication when... 
 

_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________ 
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SESSION FOUR 

I used magnification when... 
 

______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 

 
______________________________________________________________ 

 
I was thinking negatively (being a pessimist/skeptic) when… 
 

______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 

 
          ______________________________________________________________  
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Session Four - Tools for your Toolbox: 
 
 

1. Do something nice for yourself.   
2. Attend a support group such as: Alateen, church group, Alanon, open AA meeting or 

other community-based support. 
2. Come back!   

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



C.A.N. 
 
 
 

Session 5 
 

Affirmation of 
self & others 
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Review of Session Four—Recognition, Expression & Validation of Feelings 

• It’s OK to feel; All of your feelings are important to acknowledge and express. 

• In unhealthy families, it may not be ok to share your feelings. 

• Anger can be used to cover up other feelings.  There are healthy ways to cope with anger. 

• It takes time and work to become comfortable with your feelings. 
 

Goals of Session Five 
 

• Help you learn more about yourselves. 

• Promote self-esteem and the importance of being aware of your values. 

• Reinforce the value of your thoughts and feelings. 

• Introduce Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 

• Recognizing your own needs 

• Practice affirming self and others 
 

 
 

. 
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MY JOURNAL 

 

DATE: ____________________________________ 

 
Write about what makes you special/unique. 

 

DEAR JOURNAL: 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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Your “self esteem”, or idea about who you are, comes from what you believe 
about your abilities, intelligence, values, etc.  Having strong self-esteem 
means that you face life with confidence because you believe you can handle 
any ups and downs that come your way.   
 
 
 

BELIEF SYSTEMS 
 

The first relationship you ever have is with yourself, but soon this relationship 
is shaped by the adults around you.  Children tend to believe the messages 
they receive from their parents, teachers, coaches and other adults, and then 
they try to become what these adults expect in an effort to be seen as 
“good”.  As you grow older, your ideas and beliefs may change as you experi-
ence life more completely and surround yourself with new people.  Part of 
this change occurs as we think about our own values and beliefs and grow 
more comfortable expressing them to others. 
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AFFIRMATIONS 
 

Having strong self-esteem is different than being 
“stuck up”.  What strong self-esteem means is that 
you recognize that you are important and that your 
thoughts and feelings matter.  You see that you are 
not to blame for other people’s actions, including 
your loved one’s use of alcohol or other drugs.  You can’t change the messag-
es you have received from others, but you can change the way you think 
about these past experiences in order to move forward with a more confi-
dent, positive view of ourselves. Building a positive self-esteem involves 
learning to remind yourself about your strengths using positive statements 
called “affirmations”. 

It is important to remember that affirming others also helps to develop your 
self-esteem.  Affirming others does not mean offering compliments you don’t 
mean.  It is treating people respectfully and being able to give and receive 
genuine compliments. 
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MASLOW’S HIERARCHY OF NEEDS 
 
Abraham Maslow, in his book Motivation and Personality, presented a theory 
that each person has five basic types of needs. Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 
chart includes the various needs all humans have regardless of age.  These 
needs are laid out like a pyramid, from the base up.  Beginning at the bottom, 
the needs of each lower level must be satisfied to form the base for the next 
higher level of needs.   
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Level 1: Physiological Needs 
These needs include: food, shelter, water, air, rest — everything that is  neces-
sary for the body to survive.  These basic needs are absolutely critical to sur-
vival.  All other needs come only after these needs are met. 
 
Level 2: Safety Needs 
After the basic physiological needs are met, the need for safety and security is 
necessary.  Physical safety, health safety, financial security, job security, family 
security, security for the future are all aspects of this needs level. 
 
Level 3: Love/Belonging Needs 
The need to love and be loved is the next level.  This includes a need for 
friendship, physical closeness, strong family bonds.  These things help foster 
personal health and drive away loneliness and anxiety. 
 
Level 4: Esteem Needs 
This level includes having self-respect, being respected and respecting others.  
Achievement of this level is knowing that we matter as individuals. 
 
Level 5: Self-Fulfillment 
Achievement of this level makes happiness possible.  Individuals strive to be-
come the best they can be.  An individual who reaches this level is marked by 
strong moral character, a sense of creativity, the ability to be spontaneous, 
problem solving skills, ability to embrace and appreciate life, and being able to 
judge others without prejudice.   
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Session Five- Tools for your Toolbox: 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Do something nice for yourself.   
2. Practice using affirmations. 
3. Attend a support group such as: Alateen, church group, Alanon, open AA meeting or 

other community-based support. 
2. Come back!   



C.A.N. 
 
 
 

Session 6 
 

RESPONSIBLE 
DECISIONS:  

TAKING CHARGE  
OF MY LIFE 
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Review of Session Five—Recognition, Expression & Validation of Feelings 

• We all have needs that must be met.  There are healthy and unhealthy ways to get 
needs met. 

• As a child, your self-esteem is shaped by the adults in your life.  Now that you are 
older, you will begin to determine what you believe, what you feel and who you are. 

• Your thoughts and opinions matter 

• Affirming self and others helps develop a strong self-esteem 
 

Goals of Session Six 
 

• Help you  recognize the control you have in your life 

• Present basic problem-solving techniques 

• Help you learn about setting healthy boundaries 
• Present information on recognizing and reducing stress. 
• Explore solutions to common problems in families with addiction. 
• Become aware of risks of alcohol and other drug use. 
• Explain detachment. 
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MY JOURNAL 

 

DATE: ____________________________________ 

 
Write about what affirmations you have used since last session. 

 

DEAR JOURNAL: 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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DECISIONS, DECISIONS, DECISIONS 
 
Everyone is faced with choices that must be made, some of which impact us 
right away and others which will affect us more in the future.  Sometimes 
people don’t realize how may choices they make each and every day. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A choice that is difficult for one person might not feel difficult for someone 
else.   
 
When making a difficult decision, it is helpful to have as much information 
about the situation as possible.  Here are steps taken when gathering infor-
mation for decision-making: 
• Identify what type of information you need for this decision 
• Determine where you can get this information 

• On-line 
• From a mentor 
• From someone who has been through a similar situation 
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Gather info and filter out the parts that don’t apply to your situation 
• Use this information to make your decision 
• Store this information in your memory for choices you will make in the fu-

ture 
 
Our values also play a part in our decision making, because our values deter-
mine the importance we place on people, things, behaviors, and outcomes. 
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WHAT ARE MY OPTIONS? 
 

Choices are made based on a thorough examination of your options.  The 
more options you can identify and investigate, the greater the power you will 
have over your life.  The more thought you give to your options, the greater 
the responsibility you accept for your own behavior. 
 

The S.O.C.S. formula helps identify, clarify, and evaluate your options. Ex-
ploring options gives you an opportunity to gather your thoughts, work 
through your feelings and consider your goals. Once your options have 
been explored and a solution chosen, you are empowered to take action.  

 

S.O.C.S. Formula 
 

S = Situation  (What is the problem?) 

 

O = Options  (What can I do?) 

 

C = Consequences  (What could happen?) 

It is important to include both positive and negative consequences.  
Consider other factors, such as family pressures, how you are used 
to handling this type of situation, risk involved, etc.   

 

S =  Solution  (Which option do you choose?) 

There may be more than one solution.  If so, prioritize the solutions 
and re-evaluate each solution using the S.O.C.S. formula.   
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SESSION SIX 

S.O.C.S. Worksheet 
 

S = Situation (What is the problem?) 
 
 
 
 
O = Options (What can you do?) 
 
 
 
 
C = Consequences (What could happen?) 
 Positive =  
 
 
 
 
 Negative =  
 
 
 
 
S = Solution (Which option do you choose?) 
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Practice using the S.O.C.S. formula by using a specific situation: 
 
S = Situation 
When I tried a new hairstyle, friends at school made fun of me.   
 
O = Options  (remember to include all ideas, not just ones that make sense) 

• I could refuse to go back to school 
• I could go back to my old hair style 
• I could talk to my friends about what they said 
• I could ignore what they said because I like the way I look 
• I could make fun of the people who made fun of me 
• I could find new friends 

  
C = Consequences (remember to include positive and negative) 

If I refuse to go back to school: 
• I won’t have to see those friends again 
• I’ll miss seeing other friends 
• I will get in trouble for skipping school 

 
If I go back to my old hairstyle: 

• My friends will be nice to me again 
• I’ll feel sad because I like my new style 
• My friends will think they can tell me what to do 
• I won’t have to deal with their comments 

 
If I talk to my friends about what they said: 

• They might make even more fun of me 
• They might understand and apologize 
• They might not want to be friends anymore 

 

(Continue to list consequences for all options identified) 
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S = Solution 
• The options are evaluated and then a choice is made 
• Each person’s decision will be unique, based upon their personal val-

ue system 
• Another choice can be used later if the first one doesn’t work 
• Even a choice that is right for you can be very difficult to make or to 

stick with 
 

Boundaries 
 
Your “boundaries” are the limits that you have about ways people treat you or 
behave around you, and what you will do if someone steps outside these 
guidelines.  When you don’t have strong self-esteem—when you aren’t sure 
of your importance or worth to others—it is difficult to set boundaries, or 
even to be sure what your boundaries are.   
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Unclear or inconsistent boundaries set you up to be mistreated.  When you 
have clear and consistent boundaries,  you show healthy self-respect and that 
you deserve to be treated well.  There are lots of types of boundaries, such 
as: 
 
 

Physical boundaries—your personal space and need for privacy 
 
Mental boundaries—your ability to hold to your beliefs and values 
without being swayed or getting defensive 
 
Emotional boundaries—being able to separate your feelings and emo-
tions from someone else’s 
 
Material boundaries—how you handle your possessions 
 
Sexual boundaries—your comfort with sexual activity and your ability 
to communicate your comfort level 
 
 

If the adults in your life do not ask about or respect your boundaries, you 
don’t learn about your right to them or how to develop and enforce them.  If 
the role we played in the family involved pleasing others, saying “no” may be 
very difficult because we are worried about offending or disappointing oth-
ers.   
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When you start setting boundaries, it might feel like you are being selfish be-
cause you are not used to taking care of yourself in this way.  People who are 
not used to you having boundaries will most likely challenge your new bound-
aries to see if you are serious about them.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Setting boundaries is not selfish.  It is an act of self-love that helps us live a 
safe and healthy life.  It takes time to learn to set and maintain boundaries, 
but once you develop this skill you will find that life is easier because people 
learn that we will not tolerate being mistreated. 
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Risks and Choices 
 

Whenever you share your feelings, try something new, or learn a new skill, you 
are taking a risk.  These are healthy risks.  Can you think of some healthy risks 
you have taken? 
 
There are also risks you may take that are unhealthy risks—these risks may 
provide an adrenaline rush or help us fit in with peers, but they have a high 
likelihood of causing us harm or pain. What are some examples of unhealthy 
risks? 
 
 
The decision to use drugs or alcohol is an important one, especially for children 
of people with an addiction.  Did you know that people whose parent was ad-
dicted are much more likely to develop an addiction themselves?  
 
 
 
C.A.N. group is a place to practice taking healthy risks.  You took a healthy risk 
by coming to C.A.N. and sharing about how your family has been affected by 
addiction.  You took a risk writing a letter to addiction and sharing it with the 
group.   These risks are “safe” because even though you might feel scared, you 
will not get hurt here, and you will have a chance to get the support that you 
need. 
 
Risk involves trust, and trust can be hard for people who have lived in a home 
with addiction—a home where rules and reactions can be unpredictable.  Trust 
is an important part of risk — can you guess why?  Because you have to trust 
that taking the risk will pay off. 
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Stress 
 

Stress is normal.  Stress is your body’s way of helping you pay attention to physical or 
emotional needs.  For example, stressful thoughts about failing a class may help us moti-
vate to do homework or study for a test.  But too much stress takes a toll on your emo-
tional and physical health.  Excess stress can lead to depression, aggression, apathy 
(feeling disconnected and unconcerned about the world around you) or despair and 
thoughts of suicide.   
 
To learn more about how to prevent stress from building too high, please review this 
Stress Prevention Formula: 
 
SOCIAL SUPPORTS     +    COPING SKILLS           =                 ABLE TO COPE  
 
Family   Communication skills  Personal Growth 
Friends   Assertiveness   Self-esteem 
Neighbors   Self-affirmation skills 
Co-workers/Classmates Personal goal-setting skills 
Support groups  Relaxation skills 
    Exercise 
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Play sports Listen to music Dance Talk with friends 

Squats Yoga Get enough sleep Journal 

Meditation Go swimming Take time out Drawing 

 
The main triggers of stress include: 

• Expectations from self and other people 
• Fear of losing something you already have 
• Fear of not getting something you want/need 
• Fear of change 

 
What are some things you do (or could start doing) to help with stress? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Session Six- Tools for your Toolbox: 
 
1. Do something nice for yourself.   
2. Practice using affirmations. 
3. Attend a support group such as: Alateen, church group, Alanon, open AA 

meeting or other community-based support. 
2. Come back!   



C.A.N. 
 
 
 

Session 7 
 

I Am Not Alone 
I Have a Plan 
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Review of Session Six—Responsible Decisions: Taking Charge of My Life 
Decision-making can be made easier when you use the S.O.C.S. formula to 
identify and assess your options.  There are unhealthy and healthy types of 
risks.  Unhealthy risks can put you in danger, and health risks help you to grow.  
Setting boundaries and coping with stress in healthy ways are challenging to 
learn and maintain but will also help you be stronger and more confident. 
 
Goals of Session Seven 
 

• Reinforce information you learned in the C.A.N. Course. 
• Make sure you know about available community resources 
• Stress importance of fun 
• Develop support system and safety/self-care plan.  
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MY JOURNAL 

 

DATE: ____________________________________ 

 
Write about what you have learned and how you have changed over the 
course of the C.A.N. classes. 

DEAR JOURNAL: 

________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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I Am Not Alone 

 

 
THE IMPORTANCE OF HAVING FUN 

Stressors, such as peer relationships, 
school, home life, etc., can become 
overwhelming and can lead to 
difficulty with decision-making, 
moodiness and lack of concentration.  
Exercising your body and mind help 
you balance stress, and can provide 
opportunities to connect with other 
people.   

 

Once you are stressed out, it’s hard to think of fun things to do, so it is helpful 
to have a list of ideas already created.  You were given some ideas last session 
when we discussed stress.  What are some more ideas of fun things you can do 
to stay connected with people and reduce your stress level? 
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THINGS TO DO 
 

Doodle Go to a museum Dance to your favorite song 

Go for a walk/hike Go roller skating Read a book 

Make a list of your good 
qualities 

Meditate Watch a movie 

Make ice cream sundaes Go bowling Call a friend 

Clean your closet Go running Listen to music 

Daydream Journal Paint or color 

Bake cookies Plant a flower Write a letter 

Make a gratitude list Play video games Play with your pet 

Make a collage Go to bed early Take pictures 

Go to the library Look at magazines Play an instrument 
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SUPPORT STRATEGY WORKSHEET 

Support is 100 percent necessary. Human beings need the emotional and psychological 
understanding and encouragement which can only be provided by other people. The support 
becomes crucial as more stress enters one's life. Identify below the groups and individuals 
who lend you support or who could lend you support. 

 

1.______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
2.______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
3.______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
4.______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
5.______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
6.______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
7.______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
8.______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
9.______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
10._____________________________________________________________________ 
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CONGRATULATIONS! 
YOU HAVE COMPLETED FIRST CALL’S  

C.A.N. COURSE.   
 

Your participation in this course demonstrates courage 
and strength and a willingness to take healthy risks.  You 

now have the tools to cope with your loved one’s 
addiction—but remember, this is not something you 

have to do alone.  Do not hesitate to use the support that 
is available to you. 


